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Airbrushing and finishing scale models pdf downloads full version 2017

A light layer of grey color overall does a nice job of fading the panel line shading into the background. Again, note the contrasting satin sheen along the top edge.Rick Lawler Post by | 7 Comentarios We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. As with the primer, I will
work layer by layer to achieve full coverage.It looks like a mess, but by doing a test on a piece of material you can make sure that you have the proper settings for the type of paint and equipment that you will be using – and for the work that you are doing. In this case, I can see that I have enough pressure to achieve even coverage overall in a broad
spray pattern. I also see that my pressure is set to a point that allows me to move in closer for finer lines and detail work. A nice balance. I can tell that the matte finish of the primer is working well as the paints are sticking immediately where applied, no splatters or separation. AMMO paints are designed to dry with a satin sheen which can be
seen reflected in this photo. The satin sheen is ideal and recommended for use with the AMMO enamel weathering products.Another important reason to use a good primer is the fact that many models are constructed using a number of different materials; plastic, resin, photo etch, string, foils, etc. Primers are especially necessary in these instances
to unify all of these varieties of surfaces for the decorative paints. In the “old” days, primer came to us in one color- grey. But no more! Now primers are available in a variety of colors which is very helpful in that not only can we get good surface preparation, but we can also begin the painting process by laying foundation colors that will complement
our final finish. Because the Me-109 will have a lighter colored camouflage pattern finish, I have chosen to spray the fuselage using a white primer as this will not conflict with the light camo colors. However, with the T34 I have a much darker and more aggressive pattern in mind so I have chosen to use black primer in order to help pre-shade and
emphasize the shadows.Still using the colored primers, the panel lines on the Me-109 are airbrushed. Panel line shadowing is not new, but being able to do it at the primer stage ensures that our shadows are at the deepest layer of coverage. At AMMO, our primary goal is to help modelers achieve their best results whether that is through the products
that we produce or by explaining techniques. Great painting results cannot be achieved, however, unless you have a good foundation and understanding of some basic principles. In this tutorial I will point out a few common mistakes and then explain a few good painting habits that will help you achieve excellent results using AMMO acrylic primers
and paints.The first step in any painting session is to be sure that your paints are thoroughly mixed by shaking or stirring the paints within the bottle. Pulsando "Aceptar", nos darás tu consentimiento. Jump to ratings and reviewsA convincing paint finish is essential for any model, be it military or civilian, aircraft, vehicles, figures or even background
items such as terrain or buildings - and good airbrushing and finishing techniques can be the key to creating a superior model. He then examines various airbrushing techniques across a wide range of models. I will move my nozzle closer to the surface when applying fine lines and details. On the T34 I am getting a little trickier and have chosen to
highlight certain panels and edges using the yellow primer. The contrast between the black and yellow base coloring will add subtle visual interest to the final presentation.The green color is applied in thin layers, slowly building the color. I intentionally stop before achieving complete coverage over the primer layers. As you can see, even at this early
stage the black and yellow primer layers have added subtle shading and color interest over the entire model.For reference, the scale of this model is 1/48th. As a reminder, my pressure is at 18psi, same settings as was on my test piece. I continue by adding the narrower camouflage stripes to the T34 without difficulty – the adhesion is good, no
splatters and no surface tension problems.Finally, I add a little bit of quick color to the Me-109 fuselage. RejectCookie settingsAccept Usamos cookies para asegurarte la mejor experiencia de usuario recordando tus preferencias de uso durante tus próximas visitas. Over the last few years there have been huge strides made in the development of
airbrushes, paints and thinners, and consequently, this new book will provide up-to-date practical information and illustrated techniques to take full advantage of these new technologies.Brett Green details the prerequisites of airbrushing, including the different types of spray equipment and air sources available, offering advice on appropriate
thinners, paint ratios and air pressures to ensure the most appropriate paint coverage across a range of different airbrushing applications. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. RejectCookie settingsAccept Privacy & Cookies PolicyPolítica Privacidad y Cookies A convincing paint finish is essential for any model, be it military
or civilian, aircraft, vehicles, figures or even background items such as terrain or buildings - and good airbrushing and finishing techniques can be the key to creating a superior model. This step is so critical that AMMO is now adding a small metal ball into every bottle to aid in the mixing process. (Found in the Yellow Cap Bottles)Of course when we
have completed building our models we are excited to begin painting and so we begin painting right away without proper thought or preparation – and the results are often poor. In this photo I have replicated many common issues that modelers experience when painting and will describe why it happens and what can be done to prevent it.• Air
Pressure – Most modern air compressors can be adjusted to regulate the pressure to your airbrush. In this photo my compressor is giving me 50psi of pressure which is a lot and leads to a loss of control over my paint flow (too much paint) and my paint pattern (too wide of spray). • Splatters and Spidering – This is a common result of too much air
pressure. Even a light tap of the airbrush trigger will result in a large amount of paint being distributed all at once. The splatter is made worse by holding the nozzle of the airbrush too close to the surface in an attempt to control the width of the spray pattern.• Too Heavy of Build-up – Again, the high air pressure is a contributing factor here. But, now
we are also seeing the effects of surface tension or the contraction of the paint when it is applied upon the slick plastic surface – much like combining oil and vinegar. This is a common problem when using acrylic or water based paints; the solution is to first lay down a primer layer before the paint.• Paint Separation – Again, the primary result of the
surface tension between the untreated plastic surface and the water-based paint.So now we know that we are facing two obstacles to a nice paint job, (1) Too much Air Pressure, (2) Surface Tension from the untreated plastic. First, I begin by regulating my air pressure using the bleed-off valve on my compressor. For this demonstration I have set my
pressure at 18 PSI, you should experiment to find what pressure works best for you based upon type of equipment that you use. Now we are ready to apply a primer layer – here’s how we do it and why we do it;• Light First Coat – When applying the primer it is very important that you build in layers. The first layer is just a VERY light spray, just
enough to tint the surface. Allow this first layer to completely dry before continuing with a second layer of primer.• Breaking the Surface Tension – This first layer is working hard right now to break the surface tension that develops between the slick, untreated plastic surface and the water based paints. Primers are specially formulated to break the
tension and adhere to the surface, but to do their job they must be applied in thin layers.Once the first layer has dried I am able to apply a second primer layer. This second layer can be applied a little heavier for better coverage. Keep in mind that the purpose of primer is simply to prepare the surfaces for paint, so light coverage is preferred so as not
to build-up too much thickness and obscure surface details.Above, I spoke about how the primer is necessary to break surface tension at the initial stages between the plastic and the paints. Equally important is that the primer layer is a matte finish, providing an ideal surface for the paints to adhere thus increasing their durability. In this example the
primer process finishes with the third layer. You can see the smooth, overall coverage while the surface details are very much still evident. Now with the primer in place and the pressure lowered it is time to paint. I am using an Iwata Dual Action Airbrush; note the distance of the airbrush nozzle to the surface is approximately 3” inches for an overall
spray. Ten step-by-step, illustrated case studies ranging from heavily weathered military aircraft to pristine, high gloss motor vehicles, science fiction models, fantasy figures, groundwork and buildings will complete this in-depth guide to getting the best results on your models.
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